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▪Designed to teach you how 
to make decisions like an 
official show judge.

▪Designed to teach you how 
to read and understand a 
Breed Standard.



▪ Every recognized breed has an official standard.

▪ This standard is a description of the ideal dog for 
that breed.

▪ This description is how dogs are judged in 
conformation.

▪ Conformation Shows, are judged on how much a 
dog conforms to the standard.

▪ Dogs in conformation shows, are rarely perfect, 
they will likely have a number of faults. Ranging 
from minor to major.

▪ Your job, is to recognize those faults, and the 
differences between each dog, and rank them 
from best to worst based on that information.

You have an example of a 
breed standard, from the 
Rottweiler breed, in your 

handouts.



▪ Forequarters –
▪ Shoulder blade is long and well laid back. 

▪ Upper arm equal in length to shoulder blade, set so 
elbows are well under body. 

▪ Distance from withers to elbow and elbow to 
ground is equal. 

▪ Legs are strongly developed with straight, heavy 
bone, not set close together. 

▪ Pasterns are strong, springy and almost 
perpendicular to the ground. 

▪ Feet are round, compact with well arched toes, 
turning neither in nor out. 

▪ Pads are thick and hard. 

▪ Nails short, strong and black. 

▪ Dewclaws may be removed.





▪ Hindquarters –
▪ Angulation of hindquarters balances that of 

forequarters. 

▪ Upper thigh is fairly long, very broad and well 
muscled. 

▪ Stifle joint is well turned. 

▪ Lower thigh is long, broad and powerful, with 
extensive muscling leading into a strong hock joint. 

▪ Rear pasterns are nearly perpendicular to the 
ground. 

▪ Viewed from the rear, hind legs are straight, strong 
and wide enough apart to fit with a properly built 
body. 

▪ Feet are somewhat longer than the front feet, 
turning neither in nor out, equally compact with 
well arched toes. 

▪ Pads are thick and hard. 

▪ Nails short, strong, and black. 

▪ Dewclaws must be removed.





▪ Bite and Dentition –
▪ Teeth 42 in number (20 upper, 22 lower), strong, 

correctly placed, meeting in a scissors bite - lower 
incisors touching inside of upper incisors. 

▪ Serious Faults - Level bite; any missing tooth. 

▪ Disqualifications - Overshot, undershot (when 
incisors do not touch or mesh); wry mouth; two or 
more missing teeth.

Note:  Not all breeds require full dentition, read your 
standards carefully! This also determines how a dog’s 
bite is shown to you in the ring.





▪ From Neck, Topline, and Body –
▪ The back is firm and level, extending in a straight 

line from behind the withers to the croup. 

▪ The back remains horizontal to the ground while the 
dog is moving or standing.

Note:  Each breed will have a specific topline to it 
(these may include level, roach, etc.) so become 
familiar with each type of topline so you can identify 
which is which.



Level Topline



▪ Gait –
▪ The Rottweiler is a trotter. 

▪ His movement should be balanced, harmonious, 
sure, powerful and unhindered, with strong 
forereach and a powerful rear drive. 

▪ The motion is effortless, efficient, and ground-
covering. 

▪ Front and rear legs are thrown neither in nor out, as 
the imprint of hind feet should touch that of forefeet. 

▪ In a trot the forequarters and hindquarters are 
mutually coordinated while the back remains level, 
firm and relatively motionless. 

▪ As speed increases the legs will converge under 
body towards a center line.



Correct Movement







▪ It can be confusing. But here are some ideas 
to make it a bit easier:
▪ First – observe each dog individually, and 

carefully. Look for their good points, look to see if 
they are unsound, and get an overall impression 
of them.

▪ Second – make your first placing. Which dog is 
the best? Which is the worst? Then rank the dogs 
in the middle.

▪ Third – compare each pair (1st and 2nd, 2nd and 3rd, 3rd and 4th).

▪ Compare the pairs based on:

▪ Their Appearance

▪ Soundness

▪ Type

▪ Condition

▪ Style

▪ These things will be defined in your standard!



This is what your score card will look 

like the day of the event.

You’ll pick the order from the list that 

best fit what you think the order 

should be.




